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2 Tauris & van den Heuvel
4. PSR J1141{6545 { a young pulsar with an old deg. companion
The very recently discovered non-recycled binary pulsar PSR J1141{6545 (Manch-




) in an eccentric 0.198






) in combination with its
relatively slow rotation rate (P
spin
= 394 ms) and non-circular orbit (e = 0:17)
identies this pulsar as being young and the last formed member of a double de-
generate system. Given P
orb
= 0:198 days it is evident that a non-degenerate star
can not t into the orbit without lling its Roche-lobe. Based on evolutionary
considerations and population synthesis, Tauris & Sennels (2000) demonstrate
that the companion is most likely to be an O-Ne-Mg white dwarf. In that case
the system resembles PSR B2303+46: the rst neutron star { white dwarf binary
system observed, in which the neutron star was born after the formation of the
white dwarf (van Kerkwijk & Kulkarni 1999). The existence of a minimum eccen-
tricity for systems undergoing a symmetric SN follows from celestial mechanics


























follows that e > 0:45 (Note, that this result also remains valid if the compan-
ion star should turn out to be another neutron star with a similar mass). In
order to reproduce the low observed eccentricity (e = 0:17) Tauris & Sennels
(2000) conclude that the neutron star must have received a natal kick velocity
at birth of >100 km s
 1
. The evidence of asymmetry remains even if one as-






results in a minimum post-SN eccentricity of 0.26).
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